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Savour the moment!  The champagne corks will soon
be popping around the desk of Andrew Tarring (I do
apologise for the second alcohol-themed introduction
in a fortnight; motorsport and alcohol do not mix!)
who has proclaimed himself 'ridiculously excited' at the
prospect of entries opening for the Winter Driving
Tests at Bicester.  Everyone who knows Andrew knows
he has 'VSCC' stamped through him like Brighton rock
and how much he cares about our Non-Speed events;
it has been hugely disappointing to him - and all the
organisers and competitors - to have the season be so
brutally curtailed.

W I N T E R  D R I V I N G  T E S T S  O P E N  F O R  E N T R I E S
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This week, we are a little giddy about driving
tests; we look back at 2019 and also at the Light
Car Driving Tests which have, unfortunately, also
been cancelled.  Photographer, Steve Welsh,
describes his passion for photography and
vintage cars and his influences and inspirations
in both spheres.  Annabel Jones steps in to save
the day for the Cheshire rally this weekend,
setting one of her superb table-top rallies
situated in this beautiful county.  And, of course,
we take a look at Goodwood Speed Week.

https://www.bonhams.com/departments/MOT-CAR/
http://subscribe.octane-magazine.com/welcomebr
http://www.louislatour.co.uk/
https://www.tomhardman.com/
https://www.hagerty.co.uk/insurance/classic-car-insurance/


With the nights drawing in we should all be looking forward to VSCC events at locations
around the UK, culminating in the Winter Driving Tests at Bicester.  Alas, the Covid
pandemic has ruled out trials and rallies in the last month.  The one glimmer of hope has
been that we will be able to run the Winter Driving Tests and we are delighted to say that,
with offers to Marshal flooding in, we are able to open for entries. 

My first pot was at the Winter Driving test in 1995 held at Westcott Park and organised by
Mark Elder's father, Malcom.  I was in my 1927 Humber 9/20; it was only a third class pot but
I am still very proud of it.  Driving tests are a great way to start or rekindle your enthusiasm
for having fun in a vintage car; alas, the day job keeps me from entering, however it gives
me great pleasure to see our cars being enjoyed; despite what some people say on the forum
it is about having fun. We look forward to a flood of entries from all of you who are
desperate to get out and enjoy yourselves. 

Mark Elder's tests are not a great memory test and he has the benefit of some wide-open
spaces so that you can let rip. 

Come along and have some cone fun.
Click here to get your entry in!

Photo:  Pete Austin

W I N T E R  D R I V I N G  T E S T S
The Winter Driving Tests usually mark the end of the Autumn and early Winter

season with some light-hearted fun just prior to Christmas.  This year, they are the
Autumn and Winter season and Non-Speed Secretary, Andrew Tarring, is

delighted to finally be able open for entries.

https://www.vscc.co.uk/page/events?eventID=1581


W I N T E R  D R I V I N G  T E S T S

The Winter Driving Tests 2019 Was A Frosty Affair And There Was Plenty
Of Good Cheer As Competitors Took To The Cones At Bicester Heritage

Andrew And His Daughter, Eleanor, A

Rising Star Of Driving Tests
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Photo:  David Grounds

Photo:  David Grounds
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Photo:  David Grounds



L I G H T  C A R

D R I V I N G  T E S T S
Of course, the VSCC is not the only club to be suffering

cancellations; one event that has succumbed to the
restrictions is the annual LCES Driving Tests. A few

images from events gone by kindly sent by Tim Cork.

Photos Courtesy Of LCES Archive



Your passion for vintage cars clearly
shows through in your photography;
which came first, the cars or the
cameras?
My motoring background is in rallying,
when I was a teenager I went to local
motor club events with older friends
who were competitors as well as
spectators. I bought a camera to take
pictures of them in action. Gradually
as more people saw the work I was
asked to provide images initially for
club magazines and then to make
some west country reports for Rally
Sport magazine. As this grew I covered
more national and international UK
events including some 25 RAC Rallies.
Another friend introduced the VSCC to
me as he though I would appreciate
the aesthetic of both the cars and the
events. This proved to be correct! The
first VSCC event I went to was Cadwell
Park, just as far from home as you
could get but the whole day left a
lasting impression. After a few more
meetings I sent some images to then
Bulletin editor David Thurlby who very
much liked them and from that point
on I was on the press list!

The VSCC is indebted to the many talented and committed photographers
who are the lens that many of our members - and the general public - see
our events through; you will see their work when reading a report in The

Bulletin, reading a press report, the Newsletter, this News Sheet or online. 
 Steve Welsh tells us about photographing vintage motorsport.

S T E V E  W E L S H

When not photographing our events, Steve is an Associate Lecturer in
photography and media at various colleges and universities, as well as regularly

delivering guest lectures on photography.

Patrick Blakeney-Edwards In His Frazer Nash Mallory 2020

Compton Tries Hard With The Wolseley Prescott 2019



Who is your biggest inspiration in both disciplines?
I had looked at the rally guys initially, Reinhard Klein particularly; but when I started to
look at contemporary and historic coverage of motor racing people such as Louis
Klementaski, Geoff Goddard, and Jesse Alexander were a major influence. I was very
lucky to meet Guy Griffiths who ranked along side all the greats and he took a big
interest in my work and me. I regularly saw him at meetings and we became good
friends and that resulted in many visits to him and his wife Jean in Hove where we
spent hours looking at photographs, his and mine, and discussing motor racing. He had
so many stories! When his book '1946 And All That' came out I was shocked to find the
dedication was in part to me. I think we inspired each other in terms of interpretation
and narrative with photography. My approach has always been that of documentary,
so people such as Henri Cartier Bresson, Lee Miller, Dorothea Lange, and Elliot Erwitt
all fed into ideas and methods, more contemporary people such as Vanessa Winship
and Alex and Rebeca Webb have made a profound difference to me lately. In terms of
writing for event reports I was incredibly lucky to meet and become close friends with
David Venables who added so much to my journalistic work. We worked together on
larger events such as Goodwood until his death. Another influence was Richard Cass
who I also worked with on event reports combining his analytical mind to my human-
interest documentary reportage of a meeting.

S T E V E  W E L S H

Nick Topliss in R4D Prescott Long 2019 Adams Austin 7 Ulster Replica Prescott 2019

All GN owners enjoy a lie down at some point Mallory
2020

Ed Burgess pushing the Bugatti T51 Shelsley Walsh
2020



Which is your favorite photograph and your favorite car?
A very difficult question! Usually the answer would be something I have just shot. I really like
the image of Terry Crabb in the Alfa Romeo 1750 that appeared in a recent Prescott long
course piece in this newsletter, it shows the confined space of the course and lots of speed.
Historically an even harder choice with some 500,000 motor related images to consider! I am
very drawn to early race cars such as the GP Sunbeams; sadly, we don’t see them much now at
Club events. Definitely Bugatti T35/51s’ from the next era along with Alfa Romeos such as the
P3 and Monza. I also am very attracted to Maserati 4CL and similar. When I was very young
a cousin gave me a Boys Book of Wonder from the 1950s and there was, I later learnt, a 4CL
portrayed in typical art work of the period on the cover - it clearly left a lasting impression! I
have been lucky to see and photograph though a halcyon period of historic motor racing with
so many historic cars it is too difficult to pick one only.

S T E V E  W E L S H

What are your camera and lens of choice when
photographing at a meeting?
When I began I used Pentax cameras, unknowingly at
the time the same as Guy was using when we met.
Later I swapped to Nikon and have remained loyal to
the make since. Lens choice depends on the venue,
especially now as all the action has been moved so
far from the barriers at circuits! I have a mobile style
where I am moving the lens and refocusing all the
time for action so mega long lenses are difficult to
use like that. I have a tendency to choose 300 to 400
mill fixed lenses for head on shots and a fantastic 80-
200 Nikkor for mid to short shots; for trials and road
events I like fixed 50 and 28 mill as well as the latter.
In the paddock I do prefer a short zoom for quick
response.

And finally, what advice would you give to any aspiring photographer?
Think about what you want to say with the pictures, remember to use the context of a location
so you have establishing shots for an event. Too many tightly composed images that are
unidentifiable for location are less useful; consider the poor editor and page layouts! Move
position regularly for left and right shots. I have a saying that runs through all my
photojournalist work ‘What’s the saga’; read the programme, research the cars and drivers,
this is the knowledge that will tell you what to photograph. Read the venue so you always
work in the best perhaps most exciting light, and wear very good walking boots, not shoes you
would go dancing in!

A Brace Of Frazer Nashes At The Pom 2020

Resilient Marshals At The Pom 2020



Here at MGM Cars Ltd we supply vehicles for the film & TV industry. We’re
currently working on a film set in the mid 1920s.  Household names such as 

 Olivia Coleman & Colin Firth feature in the movie.
 

My latest request/challenge is to source an early to mid-20s drop head sports-
car.  Initially, the request was red in colour with an Italian car brand, but I

explained to Production that this criteria was far too specific as it really limits
the chances of us finding anything here in the UK.

 
The car is required to film in a studio in North London on the 5th November
2020. The car will be required to be parked in front of a green screen with

two actors sat in the front pretending to drive it. We can supply and transport
services and would of course pay for the hire/supply.

 
With the global pandemic we’re all going experiencing, filming is still taking

place as the Government have urged for it to continue.
Please be assured all the necessary precautions are in place to make filming a

safe and Covid-free environment.
 

I don't wish to waffle on too much but please feel free to contact me if you
require any further information.

 
Thank you for your time and I hope to hear from you in the near future.

Stuart Morgan
MGM Cars Ltd

Elstree Film Studios 
Mob: +44 7727 618 168

T H E  S I L V E R  S C R E E N

F I L M I N G  O P P O R T U N I T Y  F O R  T H E

R I G H T  C A R



T H E  C H E S H I R E

T A B L E  T O P  R A L L Y

Our Rally Enthusiasts Know That Next Weekend Should Have
Been The Cheshire.  Sadly, That Was Not To Be But Annabel
Jones Has Created The Next Best Thing; Explore The Byways

Of Cheshire From The Comfort Of Your Armchair



T H E  C H E S H I R E

T A B L E  T O P  R A L L Y



T H E  C H E S H I R E

T A B L E  T O P  R A L L Y



T H E  C H E S H I R E

M A R T I N  J E L L E Y

This is a very difficult question to answer. 
 Over a period of thirty years I have enjoyed
many VSCC rallies in different parts of the
country run by different organisers.  There
have very been good rallies in Yorkshire
organised by either of the two Johns – Potter
or Gill.  Tim Cork’s Derbyshire rallies were
excellent, as were the Wolds rallies with Ray
Edge as Clerk of the Course.  I’ve enjoyed
some excellent Cotswold rallies with either
Duncan and Catherine Buck or Derek and
Gilly Howard-Orchard in charge.  The Welsh
Weekend holds a special place for many
VSCC members and there have been many
good rallies under the stewardship of Dick
Wilkinson, Tom Pellow and Robert Gibson.  I’ve
always enjoyed Annabel Jones’s events and the
anniversary rallies, sometimes using old maps,
have been fun. 

You May Recall That At The Time That The Sad Announcement
That The Cheshire Was Cancelled Was Made, Organiser And

Chair Of The Marshalling Sub-Committee, Martin Jelley, Told Us
How Much Work And Team Effort Goes Into Creating Such An

Event.  Cruelly, I Also Asked Him The Impossible Question:  'What
Is Your Favourite VSCC Rally?'.  Here's What He Had To Say...

I think that means all of them!

The Measham always has a special atmosphere and I really enjoyed being Clerk of the
Course for three Meashams up here in Lancashire.  So I’ve no specific favourite rally but I
do have three highlights: the very first Measham I did was the first one the Club ran for
many years (1988).  Run by Stephen Harvey around Loughborough, I navigated for my
father in the family Austin 16/6.  We managed to achieve a Second Class award.   My
favourite instruction on a rally was on a Cotswold Rally where DH-O had set a circular
herringbone going over a bridge and under a bridge.  After much head scratching we
realised it was the same bridge – brilliant!  I’m still looking to use that instruction on a route
I set!  The best result Nigel and I achieved was on the Buxton Rally in 2006 when we won
outright in my yellow Riley 12/4 special, winning The Northern Weekend Jug.  I think we
must have peaked then as it’s been downhill ever since!

Martin Presenting To Herefordshire Rally Organiser, 
Mark Garfitt, At The Marshals' Dinner 2019



T H E  C H E S H I R E

N O R T H E R N  L Y C E T T  T R O P H Y

Events Administrator, Colette Trippick, is the glue that holds TOPO together - and always
with a smile on her face!

Part of her responsibility is to ensure trophies and pots are engraved and in the right place
at the right time for our worthy winners to take their honours.  Next weekend, the Northern

Lycett Trophy would have been in contention at the Cheshire; Colette tells us about this
historic and important trophy.



W H E N  J A G U A R

B O U G H T  D A I M L E R

When Jaguar Bought Daimler’ is a new exhibition at the British Motor Museum, from the
Jaguar Daimler Heritage Trust (JDHT), telling the story of when Jaguar bought the Daimler

Company from BSA in 1960.

‘When Jaguar Bought Daimler’ will run from 10 October 2020 to the end of January 2021.

(Last week I said I was trying to get a discount code for members.  Apparently it is more
complicated than I thought; a discount has to be applied at the till and it seems this can

take upto two weeks.  I will let you know as soon as we have any news).



S L O W  W A Y S  I N  A  S N A I L  S H E L L

Not The Usual Heading In A Motorsport News Sheet, But Members With Time On Their
Hands Who Are Looking For Ways To Get Some Socially Distanced Exercise May Be

Interested In This Project:-

Slow Ways
Slow Ways is a project to create a network of walking routes that connect all of Great Britain’s towns and
cities as well as thousands of villages.  Using existing footpaths, people will be able to use the Slow Ways to
walk between neighbouring settlements or combine routes for long distance journeys.  During lockdown 700
volunteers from across the country collaborated to produce a first draft of the Slow Ways. This incredible
effort has led to the creation of 7,500 routes that collectively stretch for over 110,000km.  While COVID-19
has forced millions of us to stay at home and indoors, that hasn’t stopped us from being collaborative,
imaginative, creative and productive.  We are currently working on building a website that will host all of
the routes and hope to launch that later this year.  All of the routes will always be free to browse, search,
view, share, download and enjoy.

https://www.tomhardman.com/car/mg-pb-supercharged
https://slowways.uk/


R E G A L I A

https://www.vscc.co.uk/page/shop
https://www.vscc.co.uk/page/shop


W I N T E R  F E T T L I N GW I N T E R  F E T T L I N GW I N T E R  F E T T L I N G

M E M B E R S '

N O T E S

From Marcus Croome:  It must be the first time I have looked at
the News Sheet and was surprised so see myself briefly in the  link
to the 1962 Presteigne trial (about 6.40 in the film) bouncing
ineffectually in the Trojan with John Weeks as Passenger.
I still have the 3rd class ashtray from that event and also the Lea
Francis I bought from John shortly before he died nearly 40 years
ago.

From Keyth Richardson:  'I'm busy
drawing up the wiring for my
daughter's Talbot 10/23, and
making a shopping list of all she
has to buy. It's a full re-build but we
are getting there!'

Keep us updated, Keyth - and
anyone else with similar projects
planned for the coming months!

From Karen Guest:  '........where is the Table Top Rally, second week
without one!  Missing them!' - hope you enjoyed the Cheshire, Karen.



G O O D W O O D

S P E E D  W E E K

Also - Interview With Jackie Stewart

S F Edge Trophy Part 1

S F EdgeTrophy Part 2

S F Edge Trophy Video Highlights

Of course, we couldn't allow Goodwood Speed Week to pass
without comment and it was wonderful to see, particularly in

the current circumstances.
Of particular interest to VSCC members was the SF Edge

Trophy

Other Interesting Links:-

Winter Driving Tests 2015

......And Again

Winter Driving Tests 2016

.....And Winter Driving Tests 2017

And A Note To Next Year's Cheshire Competitors - Please
Video It, I Can't Find Anything On YouTube!

Enjoy!

https://speedweek.goodwood.com/?fbclid=IwAR1izNH_yxugsa6mViuv3b7VirihBbVqZmkdG3K0Ky3UUyeyM-8LKFVUW44&e=9cb9048d-8e4e-424e-9288-340c8f6bbe51#/video/6202144386001
https://www.goodwood.com/grr/event-coverage/goodwood-speedweek/2020/10/s-f-edge-trophy/
https://www.goodwood.com/grr/event-coverage/goodwood-speedweek/2020/10/gallery-taming-edwardian-racers-in-the-s.f.-edge-trophy-part-2/
https://www.goodwood.com/grr/event-coverage/members-meeting/2019/4/video-s.f.-edge-trophy-highlights/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Y6iiGLc76s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LMjkH9zELlg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pxZtVGGU7GU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q80EcE101r4

